
PREPARATION

Study
Spend the week studying Mark 11:27-33. Consult the commentary provided and any additional study tools to enhance your
preparation. 

Pray
Pray for for our pastors and this weekʼs message, the upcoming group time, your group members and their openness to Godʼs
Word. 

Landing Point
Accepting Jesus and living in truth is what will matter in the end.  

GROUP DISCUSSION
CONFIDENTIALITY | Whatʼs said in the group stays in the group.

NO CROSS-TALK | Be considerate of others as they share. Refrain from side conversations and texting during group time.

NO FIXING | We are not in the group to fix each other. Jesus does that part.

SHARING | Be sensitive to the amount of time you share. Donʼt talk too much or too little. Every person brings something
valuable to the group.

INTRODUCTION
As your group time begins, use this section to introduce the topic of discussion.

A N  I M A G E  O B S E S S E D  W O R L D    

We live in a world obsessed with image management. It doesnʼt matter what reality is, it only matters what people think reality
is. Social media has only added to this struggle, feeding a false narrative that “perfect“ is normal and “good” is disposable.
Because of our obsession to control the view others have of us we control other aspects of our lives as well - our bodies, our
bank accounts, our homes.  

Keeping up an image can be exhausting, enslaving and ultimately leave us feeling empty. On the other hand living in truth is
freeing, empowering and ultimately fulfilling. In truth you can find whose you are, who you are, and where you are going.  

Q - Where have you seen image prioritized over truth in our culture? In our communities?  
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DEEPER DIVE

Control or Truth  
In Mark 11, Jesus enters Jerusalem for the final time. Sunday He made His triumphal entry, and on Monday he cleared the
temple and caused a scene. Jesus called out  the religious leaders because they had made what should have been a house
of prayer a den of robbers. Instead of receiving this with humility and understanding, they respond in defensiveness and
anger. The emotion behind this response is fear - fear they are losing the crowd, losing control, and ultimately losing their
comfortable life. 

In Mark 11:27-33 the religious leaders questioned where His authority comes from. They are not asking because of genuine
curiousity, but out of a desire to destroy Him. In response to their question, Jesus asks them a question. Instead of
answering in truth and discovering truth, they manage their response in an attempt to control their image. 

Q - Have a volunteer read Mark 11:27-33. How would you describe Jesusʼ interaction with the religious leaders? What was
the heart of the matter He was trying to reveal? 

Q - By not answering Jesusʼ question with truth what did the religious leaders miss out on learning and experiencing?

Q -The religious leaders chose holding onto what they felt they could manage instead of surrendering to the person of
Jesus. What is comfortable about holding onto what we can manage?  

REFLECTION AND NEXT STEPS

Finding Freedom in Truth 
Living a life of self-preservation is marked by valuing people’s approval more than God’s, living in fear, and living with hypocrisy. A
life marked by these characteristics may allow us to temporarily get ahead, but as believers we know that everything will one day
be exposed (Luke 12:1-3). We do not need to fear this exposure, but can find freedom to live a life that’s real and genuine. Jesus
has unending compassion and patience with people who owned the truth and their mess. 

Jesus modeled and called you to live a life marked by truth. You can do this by:  

• Living from God’s approval, not for man’s approval - Jesus’ modeled this by first receiving his identity as a Son before moving
forward in His ministry (Mark 1:9-11). Through His life, death and resurrection we too have a new identity we can find rest in as
sons and daughters. Living from the unconditional love of God, enables us to live in truth.  
• Living without fear - When we are confident our approval comes from God we are empowered to live a life without fear. We can
be confident our eternity is secure (Luke 12:4-5), we matter to God (Luke 12:6-7), that He will stand by and claim us in the midst
of difficulties (Luke 12:8-9), and that the Holy Spirit will help us (Luke 12:11-12) 
• Living no lies -  Living from the approval of God and without fear gives us freedom to live without lies. A life without lies is to live
a congruent life, no fronting or faking, just resting in the reality of where God has us today. Living no lies means walking in
integrity, working righteousness and speaking truth in his heart (Psalm 15:1-2) 
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Q - In what areas of your life are you most tempted to resort to self-protection and image management? When you drift
towards this what do you miss out on experiencing?  

Q - Take a moment to pray silently and ask God to show you what freedom he wants to give you in these areas.

Q - Experiencing the freedom we find when living in truth begins with living from the approval of God. As a group take some
time reflecting on where in scripture God speaks to us regarding our identity as sons and daughters.  Read these scriptures
out loud to one another.

Q - How can your small group cultivate a culture of honesty within your group? 

Q - What is one way you can excercise living in truth this week?  
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